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Chapter One: Choosing your 
character 

 
Previously released characters 
In the original release of SRD, thirteen figures were produced by Wizkids. These figures were the 
template for SRDR, and are still fully playable under this new system. A few minor conversions are 
necessary in order to balance the characters out. Those revisions are listed here for ease of reference, 
but several of the items and characteristics described here will be more fully explained in the next 
section. Some changes that do not affect game play with the figures (such as Upgrade distribution) 
are not listed here. Full details for each character can be found in the Appendix. 
 
The Street Deacon 
The Street Deacon is unchanged in SRDR. 
 
Kyushi 
Kyushi gains the Edge: Black Market Connections. Until Street Cred is accumulated, this Edge does 
not affect game play. 
 
Liada 
Liada has 3 Spells (Spells override old Red Dice usage rules.) These spells are assumed to be Power 
Bolt, Mystic Armor, and Heal. 
 
G-Dogg 
G-Dogg gains the Edge: Resilient System. He no longer discards dice when struck by a Blue Ace. G-
Dogg, as an Ork, may now only be equipped with 11 points of Gear. 
 
Lothan the Wise 
Lothan the Wise gains the Magical Gifts: Initiate 2 and Bonus Spells 2. Initiate 2 means that Lothan is 
immune to Focus Addiction and his Red Dice are not stopped by Red Shields of strength 4. Lothan’s 
spells are assumed to be Power Bolt, Mystic Armor, Heal, Precognition, and Magical Travel. Lothan, 
as a Troll, may now only be equipped with 10 points of Gear. 
 
Silver Max 
Silver Max gains the Edges: Black Market Connections and Tailored Finesse. Black Market 
Connections does not affect game play until Street Cred is accumulated, and Tailored Finesse negates 
the new Dwarf Gear Point limit (so Silver Max may continue to equip 12 points of Gear.) 
 
Kellan Colt 
Kellan Colt is unchanged in SRDR. Her spells are considered to be Power Bolt, Mystic Armor, and 
Heal. 
 
Karkhov 
Karkhov gains the Edges: Street Cred and Combat Monster. Street Cred gives Karkhov a starting 
Street Cred of 3, and Combat Monster grants him an “attack-back” option when defending from Close 
Combat attacks. 
 
Midnight 
Midnight gains the Edge: Gift of Stealth. Any time Midnight makes a Stealth Check, add 3 to her result. 
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Natokah 
Natokah gains the Magical Gifts: Totemic Bonds and 3 Bonus Spells. Because of Totemic Bonds, 
Natokah takes 2 damage from each Black Die that strikes him. Natokah’s Spells are assumed to be 
Power Bolt, Heal, Banishing, and Astral Projection. 
 
Kross 
Kross gains the Edges: People Skills and Tailored Finesse. Any time that Kross makes a Social Check, 
add 3 to his result. Tailored Finesse negates the Ork racial Gear limit so that Kross can continue to 
equip 12 points of Gear. 
 
Wolf Nev 
Wolf Nev now suffers from the Troll racial Gear Factor- he may have no more than 10 points of Gear. 
 
Draven von Drekill 
Draven von Drekill gains the Edge: Street Cred. This means that Draven von Drekill has a starting 
Street Cred of 3. Furthermore, Draven may only equip 11 points of Gear because of his Dwarven race. 
 
Creating your own character 
Choosing a Race 
The first step in character creation is to choose a race. Your character’s race (or Metatype) will 
determine their starting attribute points, dice types, ranges, and more. Pay careful attention to the 
details listed in the racial stat block, as these values will serve as the starting point for all of you 
character’s statistics. 
 
Entry Break-Down 
Race Title 
Base Cost: This is the starting cost of the character. Only Aptitudes will alter Base Cost. 
Base Dice: These are the dice that the character will have access to without Gear, representing his or her natural 
abilities. 
Attribute Slots: These numbers determine how many clicks each of the character’s three dials must have, and 
how many attribute points an average member of that race has to spend on those dial values.  
Natural Damage: This is the natural Damage Bonus members of the race receive. Certain Aptitudes and the 
Damage/Attribute Optional Rule can alter Natural Damage. 
Natural Defenses: This lists what shields members of that race automatically receive on their appropriate dials. 
A wide variety of factors can alter these shields. 
Natural Ranges: This listing describes the three natural attack ranges members of the race receive. Many factors 
can alter Natural Ranges, 
Gear Factor: This number is a reflection on the character’s capacity to hold Gear and to find Gear appropriately 
built for the character’s size and frame. Gear Factor is the total Cost of Gear that may be assigned to the character.  

 
Average Human 
Base Cost: 1 
Base Dice: 2d4 White, 1d4 Yellow 
Attribute Slots: Head 8, Body 11, Weapon 8 
(Points: 80) 
Natural Damage: +1 Yellow 
Natural Defenses: None 
Natural Ranges: Green 12, Blue 8, Yellow 2 
Gear Factor: 12 

Skilled Human 
Base Cost: 2 
Base Dice: 2d6 White, 1d6 Yellow 
Attribute Slots: Head 8, Body 11, Weapon 8 
(Points: 85) 
Natural Damage: +2 in any combination of 
Yellow and Blue, or +1 Green 
Natural Defenses: None 
Natural Ranges: Green 16, Blue 8, Yellow 2 
Gear Factor: 12 
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Elf 
Base Cost: 2 
Base Dice: 1d8 White, 1d6 White, 1d6 Yellow 
Attribute Slots: Head 8, Body 11, Weapon 8 
(Points: 85) 
Natural Damage: +2 in any combination of 
Yellow and Blue, or +1 Green 
Natural Defenses: None 
Natural Ranges: Green 14, Blue 8, Yellow 2 
Gear Factor: 12 
 
Dwarf 
Base Cost: 2 
Base Dice: 2d4 White, 1d8 Yellow 
Attribute Slots: Head 8, Body 11, Weapon 9 
(Points: 100) 
Natural Damage: +2 in any combination of 
Yellow and Blue, or +1 Green 
Natural Defenses: 1 Yellow Body Shield 
Natural Ranges: Green 16, Blue 10, Yellow 2 
Gear Factor: 11 
 

Ork 
Base Cost: 3 
Base Dice: 2d4 White, 1d8 Yellow 
Attribute Slots: Head 7, Body 14, Weapon 9 
(Points: 130) 
Natural Damage: +2 in any combination of 
Yellow and Blue, or +1 Green 
Natural Defenses: 1 Blue Body Shield and 1 
Yellow Body Shield 
Natural Ranges: Green 14, Blue 12, Yellow 2 
Gear Factor: 11 
 
Troll 
Base Cost: 3 
Base Dice: 2d4 White, 1d10 Yellow 
Attribute Slots: Head 8, Body 11, Weapon 8 
(Points: 150) 
Natural Damage: +2 combination Yellow and 
Blue (or +1 Green), and +1 Yellow 
Natural Defenses: 1 Blue Body Shield and 1 
Yellow Body Shield 
Natural Ranges: Green 14, Blue 8, Yellow 3 
Gear Factor: 10

 
 
Choosing an aptitude 
The second step in character creation is to choose an aptitude. Aptitude is optional, and many 
characters do not have one. Aptitude entries show how they modify the Race entry to get the 
character’s new base values. All Races are eligible for all Aptitudes.  
 
Entry Break-Down 
Aptitude Title 
Cost Modifier: This number is added to the character’s base Cost to get the final Cost. 
Dice Penalties: Some Aptitudes will subtract or downgrade dice from the character’s Base Dice. These changes 
are listed here. A downgrade of a die will lower its type by the appropriate number of steps. Types, from highest 
to lowest, are d12 – d10 – d8 – d6 – d4. 
Dice Bonuses: Most Aptitudes will add new dice to the character’s Base Dice. These are listed here. 
Damage Modifiers: Any changes that need to be made to the character’s Natural Damage will be listed here. 
Defense Modifiers: Any changes that need to be made to the character’s Natural Defenses will be listed here. 
Range Modifiers: Any alterations or additions to the character’s natural ranges will be listed here. 
 
Hermetic Mage 
Cost Modifier: +1 
Dice Penalties: Lower 1 Yellow by one step 
Dice Bonuses: Add 1d4 Red  
Damage Modifiers: Exchange 2 Y/B slots or 1 G 
slot for +1 Red 
Defensive Modifiers: Add 1 Red Head Shield 
Range Modifiers: Red 12 
 

Shaman 
Cost Modifier: +2 
Dice Penalties: None 
Dice Bonuses: Add 1d6 Red  
Damage Modifiers: +1 Red 
Defensive Modifiers: Add 1 Red Head Shield 
and 1 Red Body Shield 
Range Modifiers: Red 16 
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Rigger 
Cost Modifier: +1 
Dice Penalties: Lower 1 Yellow by one step 
Dice Bonuses: Add 1d6 Black  
Damage Modifiers: Exchange 2 Y/B slots or 1 G 
slot for +1 Black 
Defensive Modifiers: Change any 1 Natural 
Body Shield to Black 
Range Modifiers: Black 12 
 

Decker 
Cost Modifier: +2 
Dice Penalties: Lower 1 Yellow and 1 White by 
one step 
Dice Bonuses: Add 1d8 Black  
Damage Modifiers: Exchange all slots for +2 
Black 
Defensive Modifiers: Add 1 Black Head Shield 
Range Modifiers: Black 12 

 
Spending Attribute points 
The third step in character creation is to spend Attribute Points. Each Race lists how many Attribute 
Slots are on each Dial, and a number of points to divide among the dials. There are a few important 
considerations that should be made when spending Attribute Points.  

§ You must assign a value to all required slots. 
§ The last two slots of each dial have bullet holes- the final slot has two, and the second to last 

has one. 
§ The only dial positions that may be assigned “0” values are those with bullet holes. 
§ Dial values must either stay the same or decrease as you move to the right; dials may not 

increase in value as they sustain injury. 
§ No click value may be more than 1 point different from the click before it, except for 0s (which 

may come immediately after any number) and the starting position, which may never be higher 
than 10. 

§ At this time, you should also assign which click of which dial your Shields are linked to. If 
Upgrade purchases alter your Shields, make those changes promptly so you do not forget. 

 
There are several ways to get additional Attribute Points. The first is the Upgrade-to Attribute 
Conversion Rule. The next step in Character Creation gives your character 10 points of Upgrades to 
purchase- these points may be used for Attributes instead, on a one-for-one basis. The second is 
available only to Shamans, who may choose to spend three Upgrade points on the Totemic Bonds 
Magical Gift (see Magical Gifts) in exchange for 10 Attribute Points. The last is the Damage/Attribute 
Optional Rule. 
 
Damage/Attribute Optional Rule: A character may exchange one of its natural Damage Bonuses for 
20 Attribute Points. If this is done, the character may NOT take advantage of the Attribute-to-Upgrade 
Conversion Rule. 
 
Spending upgrade points 
The fourth step in character creation is to spend Upgrade Points. Every character gets 10 Upgrade 
points to spend. There are many varieties of Upgrades, all listed below. Upgrades may be restricted 
to certain characters based on Race and/or Aptitude.  
 
There are two ways to get additional Upgrade points. The first is the Attribute-to-Upgrade Conversion 
Rule, which allows a character to spend up to 5 Attribute Points on Upgrades. These points transfer 
on a 1-1 ratio. The second way to get additional Upgrade points is through Flaws. Flaws are a type of 
Upgrade that GIVE you Upgrade points rather than costing Upgrade Points. A Character may take no 
more than 1 Flaw. 
 
Flaws 
 
Poor Vision 
Refund: 2 
Effect: -4 Green Range, -2 Blue Range 
 

Weak System 
Refund: 1 
Effect: Remove one natural shield 



 
Cyberware 
Cyberware is available to any character that is not a Mage or Shaman. No matter what, a character 
may not take more than 6 pieces of Cyberware. The same piece of cyberware may not be taken 
multiple times, and no two pieces of cyberware with the same base name (like Smartlink and Smartlink 
2) may be taken by the same character. 
 
Synthetic Muscles 
Cost: 2 
Effect: +1d6 Yellow 
 
Reflex Booster 
Cost: 1 
Effect: +1d4 White 
 
Smartlink 
Cost: 1 
Effect: Blue Range +2 
 
Shock Fist Implants 
Cost: 2 
Effect: +1d4 Blue 
 
Range Finder Implants 
Cost: 2 
Effect: Green Range +4 
 
Dermal Armor 
Cost: 4 
Effect: Add 1 Blue Body Shield and 1 Yellow 
Body Shield  
 
Orthoskin 
Cost: 2 
Effect: Add 1 Black Body Shield 
 

Bone Lacing 
Cost: 2 
Effect: Add 1 Blue Body Shield  
 
Hand Razors 
Cost: 1 
Effect: +1d4 Yellow 
 
Smartlink 2 
Cost: 2 
Effect: Blue Range +4 
 
Range Finder 2 Implants 
Cost: 4 
Effect: Green Range +8 
 
Pain Editor 
Cost: 2 
Effect: Add 1 Yellow Body Shield 
 
Wired Reflexes 
Cost: 3 
Effect: +2 steps to first White die, +1 step to 
second. 
 
Reaction Enhancer 
Cost: 1 
Effect: Add 1 step to first White die.

Edges 
Edges are Upgrades that represent natural abilities, contacts, training, or luck. Any character may take 
an Edge. 
 
Gift of Stealth 
Cost: 3 
Effect: This character always adds 3 to the 
results of Stealth Checks 
 
People Skills 
Cost: 3 
Effect: This character always adds 3 to the 
results of Social Checks 
 
Tailored Finesse 
Cost: 2 
Effect: This character’s Gear Factor becomes 
12. Available only to Orks and Dwarves. 
 

Resilient System 
Cost: 5 
Effect: This character suffers no ill effects from 
Blue Aces. 
 
Street Cred 
Cost: 1 
Effect: This character begins play with a Street 
Cred of 3. 
 
Favored by Fortune 
Cost: 2 
Effect: This character may ignore Bad Karma on 
one roll per Run. 
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Combat Monster 
Cost: 4 
Effect: If this character is in Close Combat 
range with a foe and rolls such that his Defense 
Total is at least 3 higher than the attackers 
Attack Total, the Attacker takes 1 click of 
damage. 
 

Black Market Connections 
Cost: 5 
Effect: Reduce the cost of all Gear placed on 
this character by 1, to a minimum of 1. This 
character must burn a Street Cred to power this 
effect. This affects Cost for equipping only, not 
for purchase. 

Magical Gifts 
Magical Gifts are special Upgrades available only to Mages and Shamans. Certain Magical Gifts may 
be taken multiple times, as noted in their Cost. 
 
Clairvoyance 
Cost: 6 
Effect: Double Red Range 
 
Metamagic 
Cost: 3 
Effect: Increase 1 Base Red die by 1 step 
 
Wild Talent 
Cost: 4 
Effect: Nullify the 1 step penalty on your Yellow 
die for being a Mage and exchange ALL 
damage bonuses for +1 Red. This Gift is perfect 
for non-skilled Humans who wish to be Mages. 
 
Totemic Bonds 
Cost: 3 (Shamans only) 
Effect: Add 10 attribute points and take double 
damage from all Black dice 
 

Initiate 
Cost: Based on Level 
Effect: Each level of Initiate grants a special 
ability. 
1: Immune to Focus Addiction (Cost 1)  
2: Ignore Red 4 Shields (Cost 3) 
3: Ignore Red 6 Shields (Cost 5) 
 
Farsight 
Cost: 2 
Effect: Increase Blue and Green Ranges by 2 
each 
 
Bonus Spells 
Cost: Equal to number of bonus spells 
Effect: Each point of Bonus Spells buys your 
character 1 additional Spell. 
 
Magic of the Body 
Cost: 3 
Effect: Change all Base White and Yellow d4s 
to d6s.

 
 Equipping your Character 
The final step in character creation is Equipping. All characters must be created with 5 pieces of Gear. 
All characters are able to equip an amount of Gear equal to their Gear Factor. Characters with both 
Street Cred and Black Market Connections can use those abilities at this time. The following section 
on Gear applies to all characters. A character may have any legal combination of Gear totaling no 
more than their Gear Factor, regardless of Race or Aptitude. Gear tables list dice combinations and 
costs, and in some places sample Gear. It is the responsibility of the player to describe and name each 
piece of Gear. A character may take no more than 6 pieces of Gear at start. 
 
Movement Gear (All dice are White) 

Cost: 1 (1d4) 
Cost: 2 Clairvoyance 

Talisman (1d6) 
Reaction Focus 
(2d4) 

Cost: 3 Stimkit (1d8) Headphone 
(1d6, 1d4) 

(3d4) 

Cost: 4 (1d10) (1d8, 1d4) Grapple (2d6) (1d6, 2d4) 
Cost: 5 (1d12) (1d10, 1d4) (1d8, 1d6) (1d8, 2d4) (2d6, 1d4)  
Cost: 6 (1d10, 1d6) (1d10, 2d4) (2d8 White) (1d8, 1d6, 1d4) (3d6) 
Cost: 7 (1d10, 1d8) (1d10, 1d6, 1d4) (2d8, 1d4) (1d8, 2d6) 
Cost: 8 (2d10) (1d10, 1d8, 1d4) (1d10, 2d6) (2d8, 1d6) 
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Close Combat Gear (All dice are Yellow) 
Cost: 1 Knife, Katar, Silencer, 

Narcoject (1d4) 
Cost: 2 Machete, Slivergun 

(1d6) 
Shank, Hammer 
(2d4) 

Cost: 3 Ceska, Katanas (1d8) Board w/ Nails 
(1d6, 1d4) 

(3d4) 

Cost: 4 Vibroblade (1d10) (1d8, 1d4) Battlestaff (2d6) (1d6, 2d4) 

Cost: 5 (1d12) (1d10, 1d4) (1d8, 1d6) (1d8, 2d4) (2d6, 1d4)  
Cost: 6 (1d10, 1d6) (1d10, 2d4) (2d8) (1d8, 1d6, 1d4) (3d6) 
Cost: 7 (1d10, 1d8) (1d10, 1d6, 1d4) (2d8, 1d4) (1d8, 2d6) 
Cost: 8 (2d10) (1d10, 1d8, 1d4) (1d10, 2d6) (2d8, 1d6) 

 
Short Range Gear (All dice are Blue) 

Cost: 1 (1d4) 
Cost: 2 Fichetti, Black 

Scorpion (1d6) 
Taser (2d4) 

Cost: 3 Defiance (1d8) (1d6, 1d4) Flash Pack 
(3d4) 

Cost: 4 Mossberg (1d10) (1d8, 1d4) Minigrenade 
Pistol (2d6) 

(1d6, 2d4) 

Cost: 5 (1d12) (1d10, 1d4) (1d8, 1d6) (1d8, 2d4) (2d6, 1d4)  
Cost: 6 (1d10, 1d6) (1d10, 2d4) (2d8) (1d8, 1d6, 1d4) (3d6) 

Cost: 7 (1d10, 1d8) (1d10, 1d6, 1d4) (2d8, 1d4) (1d8, 2d6) 
Cost: 8 (2d10) (1d10, 1d8, 1d4) (1d10, 2d6) (2d8, 1d6) 

 
Long Range Gear (All dice are Green) 

Cost: 2 Crossbow(1d4) 
Cost: 3 Smartgun (1d6) 
Cost: 4 (1d8) (2d4) 
Cost: 5 Colt (1d10) (1d6, 1d4) 
Cost: 6 (1d12) (1d8, 1d4) (2d6) 
Cost: 7 (1d10, 1d4) (1d8, 1d6) (1d6, 2d4) 
Cost: 8 (1d10, 1d6) (2d8) (1d8, 2d4) (2d6, 1d4) 

 
Magic Gear (All dice are Red) 

Cost: 3 Dragon Amulet (1d4) 
Cost: 4 Focus Wand (1d6) 
Cost: 5 (1d8) 
Cost: 6 (1d10) Fireball Satchel (2d4) 
Cost: 7 (1d12) (1d6, 1d4) 
Cost: 8 (1d8, 1d4) (2d6) 

 
Tech Gear (All dice are Black) 

Cost: 3 Binoculars (1d4) 
Cost: 4 Survival Kit (1d6) 
Cost: 5 (1d8) 
Cost: 6 (1d10) Smartlink Goggles (2d4) 
Cost: 7 (1d12) (1d6, 1d4) 
Cost: 8 (1d8, 1d4) (2d6) 

 
Combination Gear 1 (All dice are Blue or Yellow at choice) 

Cost: 2 Stun Baton (2d4) 
Cost: 3 (1d6, 1d4) 
Cost: 4 Browning (1d8, 1d4) (2d6) 
Cost: 5 (1d10, 1d4) Remington (1d8, 1d6) 
Cost: 6 Ball and Chain (1d10, 1d6) (2d8) 
Cost: 7 (1d10, 1d8) 
Cost: 8 (2d10) 
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Combination Gear 2 (Bold dice are Green, others are Blue) 
Cost: 3 (1d4, 1d4) 
Cost: 4 (1d6, 1d4) (1d4, 1d6) 
Cost: 5 (1d8, 1d4) (1d6, 1d6) (1d4, 1d8) 
Cost: 6 (1d10, 1d4) (1d8, 1d6) (1d6, 1d8) (1d4, 1d10) 
Cost: 7 (1d10, 1d6) (1d8, 1d8) (1d6, 1d10) 
Cost: 8 (1d10, 1d8) (1d8, 1d10) 

 
Combination Gear 3 (Bold dice are Red or Black, others are Yellow, White, or Blue) 

Cost: 4 Combat Spell Amulet, Radio, Belted Smoke 
Grenades (1d4, 1d4) 

Cost: 5 Koo Stick, Remote Control Deck (1d6, 1d4) Staff (1d4, 1d6) 
Cost: 6 (1d8, 1d4) (1d6, 1d6) (1d4, 1d8) 
Cost: 7 (1d10, 1d4) (1d8, 1d6) (1d6, 1d8) (1d4, 1d10) 
Cost: 8 (1d10, 1d6) (1d8, 1d8) (1d6, 1d10) 

 
Combination Gear 4 (Bold dice are Red or Black, other is Green) 

Cost: 5 (1d4, 1d4) 
Cost: 6 (1d6, 1d4) (1d4, 1d6) 
Cost: 7 (1d8, 1d4) (1d6, 1d6) (1d4, 1d8) 
Cost: 8 (1d10, 1d4) (1d8, 1d6) (1d6, 1d8) (1d4, 1d10) 

 
Combination Gear 5 (Dice are Black or Red, Shields are any color) 

Cost: 4 Jammer (1d4, S4) 
Cost: 5 (1d6, S4) (1d4, S6) 
Cost: 6 (1d8, S4) (1d6, S6) 
Cost: 7 (1d10, S4) (1d8, S6) 
Cost: 8 (1d12, S4) (1d10, S6) 

 
Defensive Gear (Shields may be any color) 

Cost: 1 Medkit, Plastech Vest, Arm Bracer, Armor Vest (S4) 
Cost: 2 Scanner, Cloak, Kevlar Vest  (S6) Trashcan Shield (S4, S4) 
Cost: 3 Flak Jacket (S6, S4) (S4, S4, S4) 
Cost: 4 (S6, S6) Shape Earth Spell (S6, S4, S4) 
Cost: 5 (S6, S6, S4) 
Cost: 6 (S6, S6, S6) 

 
Special Rules and Gear for Mages/Shamans 
In SRDR, the role of the magical character is vital to a successful ShadowRun. Magical characters 
can use any of the same gear non-magical (mundane) characters can, but they alone have Red 
Range- meaning they alone can use Spells. Before we discuss Spells, however, we must first look at 
the rules for Focus Addiction, a terrible dilemma that many magical characters face. 
 
Focus Addiction occurs whenever a character has more Red Dice from non-Spirit Gear than that 
character’s Cost. Whenever this happens, the character is considered to be suffering from Focus 
Addiction. During a Run, the character may not discard any gear that provides Red Dice, even if those 
dice have been burned. If the character must discard a piece of Red Die-equipped Spell Gear (during 
a successful Black Ace attack, for example), the character takes 1 damage at the end of every Combat 
Round that the Gear is not in their possession. Careful Gear selection is vital to keep your character 
from suffering the ill-effects of Focus Addiction. 
 
Spells 
Spells are the special abilities that make a Mage or Shaman a potent ShadowRunner. While any 
character can use Red dice to augment dice rolls, only a Mage or Shaman may use those dice 
independently for special tasks. These tasks are governed by Spells. 
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Each Mage or Shaman begins the game with 3 Spells, and may purchase more by using Upgrade 
Points on the Bonus Spells Magical Gift. Some Spells are more potent than others, and count as more 
than 1 Spell for the purpose of choosing Spells. Once learned, a Spell stays with a Magical Character 
forever, and may be used an infinite number of times. 
 
Powerbolt 
Cost: 1 
Effect: This character may blast any target 
within Red Range. (Roll red dice alone for 
attacks) 
 
Precognition 
Cost: 1 
Effect: This character may magically view the 
future. (Roll red dice alone for Initiative) 
 
Mystic Armor 
Cost: 1 
Effect: This character may erect a barrier of 
protection. (Roll red dice alone for Defense) 
 
Magical Travel 
Cost: 1 
Effect: This character may magically increase 
his or her speed. (Roll red dice alone for 
Movement) 
 
Heal 
Cost: 1 
Effect: This character may heal by burning a red 
die. The roll of the burned die is applied as clicks 
of healing to any one dial of any target within the 
caster’s Red Range. 
 
Invisibility 
Cost: 1 
Effect: This character may add Red dice to 
Stealth Checks, or may roll red dice alone for 
Stealth Checks. This effect may also be used to 
help a teammate on a Stealth Check. 
 

Magic Fingers 
Cost: 1 
Effect: This character may expend 2 red dice to 
pick up and equip (if Gear Factor is available) 
any discarded piece of equipment within Red 
Range. 
 
Banishing 
Cost: 2 
Effect: Whenever this character rolls 2 Red 
Aces on an attack against a character with a 
Spirit, this character may choose to, instead of 
doing damage, remove the Spirit from the 
game. 
 
Summoning 
Cost: 3 
Effect: This character may burn 2 red dice to 
make a Summoning Test (Burn + Head vs. 
Spirit Gear Cost *2). If successful, the character 
may equip a new piece of Spirit Gear from his 
Gear List. If this Gear’s cost exceeds Gear 
Factor available, additional Gear must be 
discarded to make room. 
 
Astral Projection 
Cost: 2 
Effect: This character may temporarily abandon 
his or her body to make a special attack. This 
character must first expend 4 dice and take one 
click of damage. The character may then move 
a piece of his or her Spirit Gear to any point 
within Red Range. This spirit may then make an 
attack using only its own dice. This Spirit attack 
has the same Ranges as the controlling 
character, and it uses the controlling character’s 
Combat Values.

 
Spirit Gear 
Spirit Gear is a special version of Gear available only to Magical characters. Spirits function exactly 
like regular Gear except that they have unique interactions with the Summoning, Banishing, and Astral 
Projection Spells. Spirit Gear can be built using the Magic Gear Table or Combination Gear Tables 
(3-5) but may never have Black Dice or Shields. Listed here are two sample Spirits.  
 
Air Elemental (Combination Gear 5) 
Cost: 8 
Dice: 1d12 Red 
Shields: Red 4 

Bird Spirit Familiar (Combination Gear 4) 
Cost: 5 
Dice: 1d4 Red, 1d4 Green
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Special Rules and Gear for Riggers/Deckers 
In SRDR, the role of the technological character is critical to a successful ShadowRun. Tech-based 
characters can use any of the same gear other characters can, but they alone have Black Range- the 
ability to use Black Dice independently of other dice for any task. Unlike Spells, Tech-characters with 
Black Dice may use those Dice for any purpose freely. However, there are important differences 
between what Riggers and Deckers can do with their dice. 
 
Rigger Abilities 
Riggers have the following abilities and restrictions, unique to their Aptitude. 

§ Riggers may burn Black dice to employ Biotech (healing) but only on adjacent figures. 
§ Riggers may make attacks in their Black Range using only black dice, and may use Black Dice 

alone for Initiative, Movement, or Defense. 
§ Riggers may use Drones and suffer no Vehicle Penalties when using Vehicle Gear 
§ Riggers may not have more pieces of Drone + Vehicle Gear than their Built-in Black Dice Step 

 
Drone Gear 
Drone Gear is a special version of Gear available only to Rigger characters. Drones function exactly 
like regular Gear except that they have a unique function called Remote Control. By expending 2 dice, 
a Rigger may move a drone to anywhere within the Rigger’s Black Range. Once the Drone is there, it 
may make an attack using its built-in dice, but using the Rigger’s Ranges and Dial Values. The Drone 
automatically returns to the Rigger after the attack. In order for the Drone to attack, its dice must have 
been selected by the Rigger when forming his dice pool for that round. Drone Gear can be built using 
the Tech Gear Table or Combination Gear Tables (3-5) but may never have Red Dice or Shields. 
Listed here are two sample Drones.  
 
Hover Beetle Drone (Tech Gear) 
Cost: 5 
Dice: 1d8 Black 

Battle Saw Drone (Combination Gear 3) 
Cost: 6 
Dice: 1d4 Black, 1d8 Yellow 

 
Vehicles 
Vehicles are powerful but limited pieces of Gear that do not count towards Gear Factor, but instead 
raise the Cost of a figure by the Vehicle’s Cost. Any character may use a Vehicle. Vehicles may only 
be used during Outdoor Runs, and modify the piloting character just like Aptitudes. While equipped, a 
Vehicle’s Penalty must be enforced, unless the Pilot is a Rigger. A Vehicle may be discarded at any 
point during the pilot’s action, and once discarded is removed from play. Purchasing a Vehicle requires 
Vehicle Cost *10 Street Cred. Vehicles may not be taken at character creation. 
 
Motorcycle 
Cost: 1 
Dial Bonuses: Head +2, Weapon +1 
Dice Pool: 2d6 White 
Shield Pool: 2 Yellow 4s 
Penalty: All damage must be taken on Body Dial 
until Motorcycle is Discarded. 
 

Helicopter 
Cost: 2 (While in a Helicopter, add 8 to actual 
range when attacked by grounded enemies.) 
Dial Bonuses: Head +4, Weapon +1, Body +1 
Dice Pool: 1d8 White, 1d6 Blue 
Shield Pool: 2 Blue 4s 
Penalty: When hit with an Ace, this Vehicle 
crashes, doing 3 damage to each dial.

 
 Decker Abilities 
Deckers are very expensive to play, and for good reason. Like Shamans, they have many powerful 
modifiers, and like Riggers, they have access to Black Dice. Unlike any other Aptitude, however, 
Deckers can interact with the battle site in incredible ways. 

§ Deckers may choose 5 Programs at character creation. These programs can only be used if 
the Decker is equipping a Cyberdeck Gear. 

§ Deckers may Jack In to any computer terminal on the battle field, which gives them many 
advantages. 
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Jacking In (And Out) 
Deckers that Jack In take command of the computer systems in the area. This is done by burning 2 
black dice and not rolling doubles. While Jacked In, a Decker may roll Black dice to increase or 
decrease the target number of any skill check made against the building’s security systems, as 
determined by the Scenario. Also, a Decker may coordinate his teammates’ actions via communicator 
in a variety of ways as determined by his selection of Programs. When using these Programs, the 
Decker, on his Initiative, distributes the dice where he wishes to go, and declares any other help he is 
giving. Deckers may not use their Programs to aid any character that moves ahead of them in Initiative. 
 
There are dangers while Jacked In. While a Decker is jacked in, he may not move, add dice to his 
defense, or make attacks. He may, however, still roll dice to add to his Initiative. At the beginning of 
every combat round in which the Decker is still jacked in, the Alpha rolls 1 White d6. Subtract from this 
number the number of Hardening Programs the Decker has, and the Decker must take that much 
damage on either his Head or Body dial. 
 
A Decker may declare a Jack Out when it is his turn to select Dice Pool. When declaring a Jack Out, 
the Decker may only build a Dice Pool of 4 instead of 6. So long as the Decker chooses only 4 dice 
for his Dice Pool, he successfully Jacks Out and can resume normal activities. 
 
Programs 
Each Decker begins with 5 programs, and only Hardening may be taken multiple times. 
 
Graceful Logoff 
The Decker may have a Dice Pool of 5 when 
Jacking Out 
 
Attack 
The Decker may donate black dice to his 
teammates’ attacks 
 
Defend 
The Decker may donate black dice to his 
teammates’ defenses 
 
Coordination 
The Decker may donate black dice to his 
teammates’ initiatives (Note: when using 
Coordination, a Decker’s black dice may be 
taken from his Dice Pool and given to his 
teammate before Initiative is rolled) 
 
Hardening 
The Decker is more resistant to damage from 
the Matrix and IC 
 
Doc Wagon Hack 
The Decker may burn a Black Die to heal a 
character anywhere on the battle field. This is 
the only exception to the Black Die Healing 
requirement of adjacency. 
 

Datasteal 
The Decker earns 1 extra Street Cred on any 
successful Run, so long as he Jacked In at least 
once during that run. 
 
Layout 
The Decker may donate black dice to his 
teammates’ movements 
 
Response Increase 
The Decker’s initiative while jacked in is equal 
to DOUBLE his Head Rating. Additional Dice 
usage may further increase this new Initiative. 
 
RAS Override 
The Decker may make attacks with his body 
while Jacked in, but still can not move or add 
dice to Defense. 
 
Precision 
The Decker may expend a black die to increase 
a teammates’ Blue, Green, or Black range by 2 
for one attack. 
 
Freeform Code 
The Decker may use this Program as any other 
Program one time per Run. After this usage, the 
Program is no longer usable during the Run. 

 
Cyberdeck Gear 
Cyberdeck Gear is identical to Tech Gear except that must be specifically identified as a Cyberdeck 
on the Gear List. Any character may use a Cyberdeck but only a Decker may use it to Jack In and 
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activate Programs. No character may equip more than 1 Cyberdeck on a Run. Below are two sample 
Cyberdecks. 
 
CMT Avatar 
Cost: 4 
Dice: 1d6 Black 

Novatech Slimcase 
Cost: 6 
Dice: 1d10 Black 

 
A Few Final Words on Gear 
Gear is crucial to your ShadowRunner, and your starting Gear especially so. As you acquire more 
Street Cred your character will be able to purchase new Gear, and eventually the character will have 
a wide variety of Gear to choose from. When creating your own Gear using the tables above, keep the 
following rules of thumb in mind. 

§ White/Movement Gear includes communications hardware, speed booster foci, and stimpacks 
§ Yellow/Close Combat Gear includes hand weapons, very short range weapons, and strength foci 
§ Blue/Short Range Gear includes stun weapons, short range firearms, grenades and flashpacks 
§ Green/Long Range Gear includes sniper rifles and flying weapons 
§ Red/Magic Gear includes magical talismans and spell effects (like Shape Earth) 
§ Black/Tech Gear includes grenades, jamming hardware, Remote Control Decks, and cyberdecks 
§ No piece of Gear may have more than 3 dice or 3 shields 
§ If a piece of Gear mixes colors, it may have no more than 2 dice or shields 
§ If a piece of Gear mixes dice and shields, it may have no more than 2 dice or shields 
§ If a piece of Gear mixes colors, the maximum dice Step is d10 

 
The Character Sheet 
Once character creation is complete, it is important to fill out a Character Sheet so that your stats and 
Gear Lists are handy during game play. Included here is a sample sheet. On the next page you will 
find a blank sheet for photocopying purposes. 
 
Character Name: Kyushi 
Race: Skilled Human   Aptitude: None 
Damage Bonuses: +1 Green 
Dice: 2d6 White, 1d6 Yellow 
Ranges: Yellow _2_ Blue _8_ Green _24_ Black ___ Red ___ 
 

Head 6 5 5 4 3 2 0 * 0 
** 

       

Body 6 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 2 0 * 0 
** 

    

Weapon 6 5 5 4 3 2 0 * 0 
** 

       

Street Cred: 0    Karma: 0 
 

Gear List [Gear Factor: 12 ] 
Check if 
Equipped 

Cost Name Dice and Shields 

X 3 Flak Jacket S6 Yellow, S4 Blue 
X 5 Colt 1d10 Green 
X 3 Dragon Amulet 1d4 Red 
X 1 Knife 1d4 Yellow 
 2 Slivergun 1d6 Yellow 

Upgrades and Notes 
Rangefinder 2 
Black Market Connections  
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 Duels: 
ReloadeD 

 
 

Character Name: 

Race:     Aptitude: 

Damage Bonuses: 

Dice: 

Ranges: Yellow ___ Blue ___ Green ___ Black ___ Red ___ 

 

Head                

Body                

Weapon                

 

Street Cred:    Karma: 
 

Gear List [Gear Factor   ] 
Equipped? Cost Name Dice and Shields 

    

    
    

    
    

    
    

    
    

    

    
    

    
 

Upgrades, Spells, programs, vehicles, and Notes 
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Chapter Two: Anatomy of a 
ShadowRun 

 

Into the Shadows: The Story of 
ShadowRun 
The year is 2063. 
 
When magic returned to the world in 2011, elves, dwarfs, orks, and trolls were able to assume their 
true forms. Shamans and mages renewed the development of their powers. The world, they said, had 
Awakened.  
 
The decades that followed the Awakening were filled with turmoil, panic, and confusion. Cultures that 
had never lost touch with their mystical pasts began to use magic against the great nations that had 
suppressed them. The vast, global telecommunications network collapsed under an assault by a 
mysterious computer virus. Nuclear missiles were launched, but failed to detonate. Dragons prowled 
the skies. Epidemics and famine ravaged the world’s population. Clashes between newly Awakened 
races and humanity became common. Central authority crumbled, and the world began to spiral down 
into chaos.  
 
Out of the devastation emerged an unstable new social order. Megacorporations became new world 
superpowers, law unto themselves. Outside their gated communities, gangs ruled the streets, and the 
forgotten masses grew. These outcasts, dissidents, and rebels lived as the dregs of society, squatting 
in abandoned buildings and surviving by predatory instinct.  
 
Technology began to change people. To enhance their flesh, many turned to cyberware- artificial 
enhancements to make themselves more than human. Some acquired implants that allowed them to 
interface directly with machines. Others sought to push the envelope of their physical capabilities, 
testing themselves on the streets against other “street samurais.”  
 
In the world of 2063, the metroplexes are monsters casting long shadows. And it’s in the cracks 
between these giant corporate structures that ShadowRunners find their homes. ShadowRunners are 
professionals in a culture in which self-sufficiency is vital. When the megacorps need a job done, but 
don’t want to dirty their hands, they initiate a ShadowRun. To do this, they turn to the runners. Though 
ShadowRunners “exist” in only the most classified of government and corporate databases, the 
demand for their services is high. Deckers are employed to slide like whispers through the visualized 
databases of giant corporations, spiriting away the only thing of real value- information. Street samurai 
are enforcers-for-hire whose combat skills and reflexes make them the ultimate urban predators. And 
magicians, who possess an ancient gift to wield and shape magical energies, are greatly desired, for 
obvious reasons. ShadowRunners sell their skills to survive, taking on the illegal and dangerous tasks 
that the corps are either incapable of doing or unwilling to do themselves.  
 
It is in the shadows that a ShadowRunner’s reputation is made or unmade. So strap on your gun, 
prepare your spells, and grab your gear, chummer: It’s time to ShadowRun! 
 
What a ShadowRun consists of 
When you and your friends get together to play a game of SRDR, you will be engaging in a 
ShadowRun. This Run will provide a setting for your game, an objective (possibly many objectives) a 
series of rewards, and a few important conditions. All of these factors contribute to the game and help 
to establish a sense of purpose and plot beyond the simple “Shoot each other dead” methodology of 
the Basic Rules for the original SRD game.  
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When you decide to play a game of SRDR, you should start be establishing the Scenario or Run. This 
section of the rules should help you build a quality SRDR experience.  
 
First, you need to decide what roles you and your opponent will play. The two most common ways to 
play the game are Runners vs. Security and Double Cross.  
 
Runners Vs. Security 
Player A’s team of Runners has been hired for a high profile job, but it won’t be easy. The Run target 
is worried about someone attempting a Run against him/his assets/etc. and has hired his own team of 
Runners (Player B’s Runners) to stop any intruders. In such a scenario, there will most likely be a clear 
winner and a clear loser- Player A wins if the objective is completed in the specified timeframe, and 
Player B wins if it is not. 
 
Double Cross 
In Double Cross a particularly nasty employer wants a job done, and he doesn’t care how it gets done. 
So he’s hired two Teams (player A and Player B) and has neglected to tell these teams that they are 
not working alone. In fact, he doesn’t want to PAY both teams, so whoever gets the job done first 
wins… and whoever doesn’t gets nothing. It is possible in a Double Cross game for each player to 
satisfy a few requirements for victory. 
 
Once you have determined what type of game you will be playing, the specifics need to be nailed 
down. Careful use of Run descriptions, objectives, rewards, and flavor text can help players build an 
over-arcing plot and establish a sense of continuity to their SRDR games. 
 
Contact: Who makes contact with the Runners and how? In a Runners Vs. Security game, a 
mysterious businessman (often called Mr. Johnson) will hire Player A while a business representative 
will often hire Player B outright, without the secrecy. In a Double Cross game, the same Johnson will 
likely hire both players, but at different times and in different locations.  
 
Run Location: The location where the Run will occur is vital to SRDR. Vehicles can’t be used on 
Indoor Runs, and Deckers are of limited utility on Runs without computer systems. Common Run 
locations are Megacorporation facilities and private compounds. 
 
Run Objectives: Each player should have a clear set of objectives for a Run. These objectives 
determine rewards at the end of the game, so being very clear on Objectives upfront is crucial. 
Objectives could be as simple as “Stop the Runners from escaping with the Prototype” or as complex 
as “Break in to Yamatetsu’s Secret Compound, kill their lead scientist, replace the design files with 
these dummies while stealing the originals, and escape without being detected by security.” 
 
Run Rewards: Each Run should have a reward for characters that accomplish their objectives. 
Complex objectives often have a reward structure that pays out lesser rewards if only a partial 
completion is accomplished. Rewards are given in the form of Street Cred and Karma. These two 
terms are covered more extensively in the Advancement section of this chapter. An average Run 
should pay out between 1 and 5 Street Cred and 1 or 2 Karma. Even on a failed Run, characters 
should still receive a token reward, perhaps a single Street Cred or Karma. Whatever the reward is, 
each character on the winning team receives the Reward (it is not divided amongst them.) 
 
Run Hazards: During the Run there should be Nonfigures (characters, security devices, drones, 
spirits, electronic locks, etc.) that the characters can interact with. For every nonfigure placed on the 
battle site, rules should be established before hand. If a nonfigure is a computer terminal, decide what 
type of Skill Check is needed to interact with it. If it is a scientist, decide what type of Social Check 
should be made to keep him from panicking and calling security, etc. 
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Sample Run: Alternative Power 
Shiawase has developed a revolutionary new 
power technology that is bound to send their 
stock values soaring. Every major Megacorp 
would gladly kill for this technology, and the call 
went out into the shadows only a few hours ago. 
What the Runners answering these calls don’t 
realize is that Shiawase is a very clever 
corporation… 
 
This is a DOUBLE CROSS style game for two 6 
or 8 Point Teams of ShadowRunners. 
 

Things you need: 
§ 6’ x 6’ Table 
§ 12” tape (dock door) 
§ 6” tape (main door) 
§ 3” x 3” Energy Accelerator Prop 
§ Dr. Mortin Figure on 6” base 
§ Miscellaneous Counters and Tables 
§ 2 Computer terminal Props (1” deep x 3” 

wide to form a 2” x 3” block) 
§ 4” x 8” Desk Prop 
§ Miscellaneous Runner Figures on 6” bases 

 
Contacts: Both teams are contacted by an Elven Mr. Johnson who has a very good 
reputation in the shadows. This Johnson hires the two groups separately, but gives them the same 
objectives and offers the same pay scale. This Johnson seems very hung up on time, and volunteers 
plenty of information about the Shiawase Facility, which should make entry a breeze. Group A is given 
instructions on gaining access to the Alternative Power Lab via the East loading dock, while Group B 
is given a set of maglock keys that will get them in the West APL entrance. 
 
Run Location: This scenario assumes the characters get to the APL without incident 
and get inside using the means provided by the Johnson. This run takes place in a spacious laboratory 
(indoors) with a complex computer network. 
 
Objectives: Both Groups have the same objectives: Kidnap Dr. Mortin, the head of the 
APL Project, Erase the Project datafiles, and steal the Hard Copy from Mortin’s desk drawer. Mortin is 
NOT to be killed, and the datafiles should not be deleted until the Hard Copy of the data is in hand. 
 
Rewards: Kidnapping Dr. Mortin without killing him is worth 2 Street Cred and 1 Karma. 
Delivering the Hard Copy of the data and destroying the datafiles is worth 2 Street Cred. It is possible 
that one group accomplishes the kidnapping and the other accomplishes the data theft. In this case, 
each group receives the appropriate reward. A group that accomplishes none of these things still 
receives 1 Street Cred. 
 
Hazards: The APL should be laid out on a 6 foot square table. The outer edge of the table 
is the outer wall of the lab and there are two entrances- on the West is a large door (6 inches across) 
and on the East is a Dock Entrance (12 inches across). The interior should be cluttered with 4 hindering 
counters and tables (players’ choice of size and shape.) Also inside there should be one main desk 
and two computer terminals. The terminals are located back to back in the exact center of the room 
and are blocking terrain, while the desk should be along the south wall. There are 4 nonfigures in the 
room, as described below. 
 
Nonfigure 1: Computer Terminals. Accessing the Computer Terminals (either one) requires a Black 
Head 9 Computer Check. Deckers will only need a 7 on this check. Once accessed, another Computer 
Check, this time a White Head 12 (10 for Deckers), is required to delete the files. Destroying BOTH 
terminals (two separate actions) will also delete the files- each attack requires a non-White Weapon 
16 Smash Check. 
 
Nonfigure 2: Mortin’s Desk. The desk drawer is locked. The lock may be picked (a Black/White Head 
10 Locks Check) or smashed (a non-White Weapon 10 Smash Check). If the lock is smashed, a 
nuerostun gas will be released. The character who smashed the lock must immediately make a White 
Body 12 Resistance Check or else be stunned (drop all dice from pool) and take 1 damage on the 
Head dial. Once the desk is opened, the notes may be taken. Notes cost 0 Gear Factor. 
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Nonfigure 3: Dr. Mortin. Dr. Mortin is a reserved Scientist who will be working along the North Wall at 
the Energy Accelerator (Nonfigure 4) when the groups enter. Dr. Martin may be coerced into going 
along quietly (a Red/White Head 12 Social Check) or else must be subdued. Mortin’s stats are as 
follows… 

Head 6 Black 5 5 4 3 3 2* 1**    
Body 5 5 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 0* 0** 
Weapon 5 4 3 3 3 2 0* 0**    

 No Damage, No Gear. Mortin will add 1d6 White to all defense and will attack the person closest to 
him with 1d6 yellow on his initiative. If Mortin is coerced he follows directly behind the character who 
coerced him until attacked, at which point he is no longer coerced. Mortin’s attack range is 2 and he 
will not move. Mortin is subdued when he has no dial value showing a number above 3. Whenever 
Morton is damaged, roll 1d6 to determine hit location. 1-2= Head, 3-4= Body, 5-6=Weapon. If subdued, 
Mortin will follow whoever subdued him as though coerced, and will stop following if he is successfully 
attacked. If the character whom Mortin follows exits the battlefield (via the door they entered in) Mortin 
is considered successfully kidnapped. Dice may NOT be added to the character controlling Mortin’s 
Initiative or Movement. 
 
Nonfigure 4: Energy Accelerator. This device (a large battery of energy, approximately 3 inches on 
each of its four sides) is located along the North wall. The EA is ON at the beginning of the game. 
While the EA is on, no Black or Red dice may be rolled by any character. Deactivating the EA requires 
a White Head 10 Device Check. The EA is blocking terrain and can not be destroyed or moved. 
 
Special Rules: This Run is over when Mortin exits in the custody of a Runner, the 
Notes are taken, and the Files destroyed (via Computer Check or Smash Check.) However, the players 
should keep track of how many combat rounds pass during the Run. After the 5th Round, additional 
ShadowRunners arrive. Each round from 5 on, one Generic ShadowRunner will arrive and attack 
characters, trying to claim the prizes for themselves. These runners have the following stats. The 
runners enter the game on Initiative 1 (last) and enter in the door opposite the current Alpha’s starting 
door. These runners will move their Head value and make one yellow or blue attack, using 1d6 as 
appropriate, against a target of the Alpha’s choice. At the end of the 10th round, after the 5th Generic 
Runner enters, the Run is over. Award points to those characters who escaped and hand out any 
rewards earned.  
Generic Runners 

Head 6 5 4 3 2 1 0* 0**    
Body 6 Yellow 6 6 5 5 4 4 3 2 0* 0** 
Weapon 6 5 4 3 2 2 0* 0**    

Ranges: Yellow 2, Blue 8 / Damage: +1 Yellow/ Dice: 2d6 White (1 per defense twice/round), 1d6 Yellow, 1d6 Blue 
 
Characters may leave the Run at any time by moving fully out of their entrance door, but once gone a 
character may not re-enter. 
 
Behind the Scenes: The Elven Johnson actually works for Shiawase, and he hired 
the groups to get Mortin and his notes out before the other runners, hired by other Megacorps, could 
get him. Sneaky bastard.  
 
 

Reward Summary 
Kidnapped Dr. Mortin (Alive)  2 Street Cred, 1 Karma 
Erased Datafiles and Stole Notes 2 Street Cred 
Failed, but Got Out Alive  1 Street Cred 
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Chapter Three: 
Advancement 

 
Character Growth 
One thing the original SRD game didn’t put much stock in was Character Growth. This idea, the notion 
of a character becoming more powerful and experienced through play, is a fundamental tenant of both 
Video Games and Role-Playing Games. SRDR seeks to address this problem with a system for 
Advancing characters through play, allowing a character to make a more powerful ShadowRunner 
through experience. 
 
When playing in Runs, characters are rewarded with one of both of the two types of Rewards- Street 
Cred and Karma. Street Cred represents money while Karma represents experience. With Street Cred, 
a character can obtain new Gear for his Gear List (meaning the character will have a better selection 
to choose from when preparing for a Run). With Karma, a character may purchase new Edges, 
Cyberware (up to the maximum of 6 pieces), Magical Gifts, and more. 
 
Spending Street Cred 
Spending Street Cred enables your character to add new Gear to his or her Gear List. Also, there are 
some abilities (such as the Edge: Black Market Connections) that require the expenditure of Street 
Cred to function. When using Street Cred, your character simply subtracts Street Cred from his 
character sheet equal to the Gear’s Cost. This allows the character to add the Gear to his Gear List 
so that it may be selected during future Runs. 
 
Spending Karma 
Karma is a more potent form of reward than Street Cred, because it offers many more options to 
characters. Karma can be used to purchase new Upgrades for your character (at Cost), increase 
Attribute scores (in keeping with the rules for Attribute Point distribution), and can even be converted 
to Street Cred (1 Karma = 2 Street Cred.) 
 
Every time your character spends Karma for any of these purposes, add the amount of Karma spent 
to the character’s Cost as a one-tenth/karma decimal value. For example, Kyushi is a Cost 2 character 
who spends 3 Karma. Her Cost now becomes 2.3. This decimal value is only important when it causes 
the character’s Cost to rise- if Kyushi spent 7 more Karma, she would become a Cost 3 character. 
 
An important note on buying Attribute Points 
with Karma 
When you spend Karma for Attribute Points (a one for one exchange), you must keep in mind the 
Attribute Point Spending Rules.  

 
§ The only dial positions that may be assigned “0” values are those with bullet holes. 
§ Dial values must either stay the same or decrease as you move to the right; dials may not 

increase in value as they sustain injury. 
§ No click value may be more than 1 point different from the click before it, except for 0s (which 

may come immediately after any number) and the starting position, which may never be higher 
than 10. 

 
Karma allows you to increase Dial values, but not to rearrange points. An astute player will notice that 
because of the Attribute Point Spending rules, Karma points used to add to Dial Values will most likely 
only be able to add to those numbers at the bottom (right) of the dial at first, unless the dial has 
repeating numbers (two 4s in a row, for example.) Keep this in mind when spending Karma.  
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Chapter Four: The Rules of 
Combat 

 
Basic Figure Information 
Your ShadowRunner is a uniquely painted and sculpted figure that represents one of the many types 
of ShadowRunners that prowl the urban sprawl. Pose it on or off its base and equip it with an array of 
gear. If you are playing SRDR without the befit of an original SRD figure, any action figure can do (if 
mounted on a six inch circular base of paper or cardboard), as can a simple 6 inch circle of cardboard. 
These rules assume you are still using SRD figures to represent your characters, even if the SRDR 
rules do not require them.  
 
Your Figure's Gear 
Your figure can be equipped with original SRD gear that best fits the Gear you are using, or you can 
make your own Gear in whatever fashion you like. Each piece of Gear equipped by your figure MUST 
have some form of removable physical representation in order to reflect Gear dropping and other game 
phenomena. 
 
Your Figure's Base 
While the original SRD bases still have the proper numerical values for use in SRDR (as those 
characters) Bases with working dials and storage are not required for SRDR. If using an SRD figure 
to represent a character created in SRDR, ignore that figure’s base information and dials.  
Regardless of where the numbers come from (derived from SRDR character creation rules or taken 
from SRD dials) each character has three dials which represent its combat information. 
The three combat dials are as follows:  
 

§ Head. Shows your figure's current base movement value. You can roll dice and add the result 
to this number to move even farther. 

§ Weapon. Shows your figure's current base attack value. In order to attack, you must roll dice 
and add the result to this number for a revised attack value. 

§ Body. Shows your figure's current base defense value. You can roll dice and add the result 
to this number to get a better defense. 

 
The Tape Measure 
SRD characters have tape measures that indicate their attack ranges. For SRDR purposes, those 
tapes are valid when used by those characters, however SRDR characters will need to use a standard 
tape measure and have their Ranges recorded on their character sheet for use during the game. 
Creation of a personalized Tape for your SRDR character, like those included with SRD characters, is 
perfectly acceptable, but not required. 
 
The Dice 
SRDR uses differently shaped and colored dice. These dice come in five types, or steps. These steps 
are listed here, and any time a die is upgraded or downgraded by steps, it refers to movement along 
this list.  
 

Step 1: d4 - Step 2: d6 - Step 3: d8 - Step 4: d10 - Step 5: d12 

 
Dice come in six different colors: white, yellow, blue, green, black, and red. Die color is important 
because it indicates what you use the die for. You can roll a certain color die only for the purpose for 
which it is intended. Occasionally the rules may ask for certain dice to be rolled for actions outside of 
a dice’s normal function. Any time this occurs, these rules supersede the standard function of the dice 
and the following chart. 

§ White: Use for movement and dodge attempts. 
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§ Yellow: Use for attacks made with the yellow Range (close-combat) and for dodging. 
§ Blue: Use for attacks made with the blue range (short-range). 
§ Green: Use for attacks made with the green range (long-range). 
§ Black*: Use for tech effects; this die may be used with any other color die. 
§ Red*: Use for magic effects; this die may be used with any other color die. 

 
*Black and red dice are "wild cards." If your figure doesn't have a black or red range, that color die must be rolled 
only with other color dice—never alone. If your figure has a black range, you can use Black dice to roll for any 
effect—initiative, moving, dodging, and attacking—without using another color die. This is mostly true for Red dice 
as well—see SPELLS in Chapter One for more details on rolling Red Dice.  
 
Setting up Play 
 
Play Area 
SRDR is best played on the floor or a large, flat tabletop that is at least 5' x 5'. 
 
The Teams 
Each ShadowRun Duels team can consist of any number of figures played by any number of players. 
Figures on the same team are friendly figures. Figures not on the same team are opposing figures. 
For balance, each team should have the same Cost value (add Cost values if using multiple figures). 
 
Preparing Your Character 
Begin the game by assigning up to your character’s Gear Factor in points of gear to your figure. The 
dice you'll play with come from two sources: 1) the gear your figure is using and 2) the starting dice 
indicated by your character’s Character Sheet. Place these dice on your character's sheet; this is your 
full dice pool. Set all of your figure's combat dials to their starting position. 
 
Who Goes First 
A player on each team rolls two 6-sided dice. The team with the highest roll is called the Alpha team. 
Re-roll any ties. The alpha team places its figures first. After the alpha team places its figures, the 
other teams place their figures, starting from the left of the alpha team and moving around. At the 
beginning of each round, the alpha team designation switches to the team to the left of the current 
alpha team. You can note the alpha team with a token or via some other method. 
 
Placing Terrain 
Small boxes, books, or whatever is handy can be used to represent terrain. There are three types of 
terrain: hindering, elevated, and blocking. Paper or fabric cutouts can be used to represent hindering 
terrain. Stacks of books or small boxes can be used to represent blocking or elevated terrain. Each 
team can place two terrain pieces; terrain is placed before figures. The alpha team places terrain first, 
and the chance to place next moves around the table starting from the left of the alpha team. Declare 
the type and height (if elevated) of each terrain piece as it is placed. 
Each terrain piece must be placed at least 6" from any other terrain piece already on the play area. 
The exception to this is that any terrain type can be placed on elevated terrain. 
Terrain has game effects on both movement and combat; these effects are described later in these 
rules. 
 
Placing Figures 
Each team, starting with the alpha team and moving to the left, places its figures at one designated 
edge of the play area. Teams must place their figures at least 48" away from any other opposing figure 
already in the play area. Also, figures must be placed at least 12" from any terrain piece already in the 
play area. 
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The ShadowRun 
Playing the Game 
The game is played in rounds. Each character gets one turn every round. Before each round, each 
player with a character on the alpha team chooses up to six dice from his or her character's dice pool 
and places them on his or her character's base or representation. If there are more than six dice in the 
pool, you must choose which six to use. This form’s the character’s Combat Dice Pool for the round. 
After the alpha team players have chosen their six dice for their characters, each team, starting with 
the team to the left of the alpha team, then picks six dice for each of its characters. 
 
These are the dice you'll use to affect your character's initiative, movement, attack, and defense during 
the round. Any character's dice rolled during the round are removed from that character's base or 
representation and returned to its total pool; these dice are unusable for the remainder of that round. 
On the next round, you may want to choose six different dice from your pool: Choosing dice is a key 
game strategy, and you should examine your choices each round to best use the gear you picked. 
 
Initiative 
Initiative determines the order in which each character gets to act in a round. Each character 
determines its own initiative, so characters from various teams can take their turns in any order. An 
individual character's base initiative is its current Head value. A player can decide to increase his or 
her character's initiative by rolling white and/or any other allowable dice and adding the result of that 
roll to his or her character's current Head value. 
 
Before rolling for initiative, players must declare which dice, if any, they will use for their characters. 
Beginning with the Alpha team, players place the dice they will use for initiative in front of their 
characters' representation on the table. These dice must come from the six chosen to begin the round. 
Once the Alpha team players have declared their dice, each team beginning with the team to the left 
of the alpha team places its dice. 
 
Once all the dice have been placed, all players roll their dice at the same time. Add each character's 
dice result to its current Head value; this is the character's revised initiative total. The order of play for 
that round begins with the character with the highest initiative total and proceeds down to the character 
with the lowest total. 
 
Initiative Ties: If an Alpha team character is involved in a tie for initiative, it automatically wins initiative. In the 
case of ties between non-Alpha team characters, characters on teams closest to the left of the Alpha team win 
initiative. If two characters on the same team are tied for initiative, the players on that team can resolve initiative 
however they choose (re-roll, decide among themselves, and so on). 
 
Game Actions 
You can give your character multiple actions on its turn. Below is a complete list of actions that 
characters can take. Each action can be done only once per turn unless otherwise noted. 

§ Move. Once a character moves and then stops, it cannot move again, even if it would have 
more movement. 

§ Attack. You can have a character make up to two attacks on its turn. These attacks can be at 
two different targets or at the same target. The attacks can be separated by other actions. 

§ Drop, pick up, and/or swap gear. Your character can drop any or all of its gear, pick up gear, 
and swap gear with a friendly character. 

§ Heal Itself or a friendly character. Your character can heal itself or a friendly character by 
burning a red or black die. 

§ Make a skill check. Your character can use skill checks to interact with nonfigures 
(computers, doors, and so on) or perform special non-combat maneuvers. Skill checks are 
used only in scenarios or Runs, which are specially crafted SRDR games with preset 
objectives. 

§ End the turn. At any time, you can declare that your character's turn is over. Once you end a 
character's turn, you cannot perform any other actions with that character that turn. 
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The character's turn is over either when you cannot perform any other actions with it or you declare it 
is the end of its turn. When a character's turn is over, the character with the next-highest initiative takes 
its turn. When all characters have taken their turns, the round is over. Players remove any dice left on 
their characters' representations and return them to their character sheets/total Dice Pools. Then the 
next round begins with a new Alpha team. This sequence of events continues until the end of the 
game. 
 
Measuring Movement and Attacks 
Measure distances for movement and attacks from any edge of your character's base. When 
measuring movement, the tape must show the exact path of movement. When measuring an attack, 
the tape must be stretched taut, showing the exact line of fire. This line of fire must be a straight line 
from any part of the attacking character's base to any part of the target character's base. If any part of 
another character's base or a terrain piece blocks this line of sight, the attack cannot be made. 
 
Movement Actions 
You can move your character a number of inches equal to its current Head value; this is its base 
movement. For example, if the Head value is 6, your character can always move at least 6". You can 
roll dice and add the result to your character's base movement; this new total is the character's revised 
movement, and your character can move up to this new value. 
 
The character can move in any direction, though it cannot move through blocking terrain and you must 
measure around the bases of opposing characters—not through them. In addition, the character 
cannot end its movement with any part of its base overlapping blocking terrain or another character's 
base. When your character moves, no part of its base can exceed its final movement value. Your 
character can face in any direction at the end of its move. You cannot move that character again until 
its next turn. 
 
Movement and Blocking Terrain 
Blocking terrain is any terrain that cannot be moved through or have characters climb up or be placed 
on it. 
 
Movement and Hindering Terrain 
If any part of a character's base is touching hindering terrain at the beginning of the character's 
movement action, that character cannot use any white dice to aid in movement. Even if the character 
is not a Mage, Shaman, Rigger, or Decker, red and black dice can still aid this movement. 
 
The moment a character's entire base enters hindering terrain, it must stop moving, even if it could 
move farther. 
 
Movement and Elevated Terrain 
Elevated terrain is terrain that can be climbed and stood on by ShadowRunners. Elevated terrain is 
measured in levels. A level of elevated terrain is considered to be 10" "up" from the last level. Unless 
otherwise noted, all SRDR games begin on level 0, or ground level. 
 
To move a character onto a higher level of elevated terrain, determine the character's movement, as 
normal. If you have 10" or more of total movement, your character can end its movement on the next 
level of terrain. 
 
If your character does not begin its move in base contact (its base touching) with the elevated terrain, 
measure to the base of the terrain; if the character still has over 10" of movement remaining, it can 
move to the next level of the terrain. 
 
After "climbing" the terrain, place the character's base in base contact with the edge of the elevated 
terrain at the point the move measurement was made. Your character can move to a level of terrain 
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only if its base fits at that location. Bases can hang off the edge of blocking terrain. You can continue 
your character's movement, if desired, once your character is on the elevated terrain. 
 
Your character can move up multiple levels on the same movement action, if it has enough movement 
to do so. Moving off of elevated terrain can be done in two ways: standard or jumping. 
 

§ Standard. The standard descent uses the same rules as climbing. It takes 10" of movement 
to move down one level. Use all the rules above to determine placement of the character. 

§ Jump. It takes no action or movement to jump. You may jump any number of levels, though 
jumping has a price: For every level your character jumps, it takes I click of damage to each 
combat dial. Place the character at the bottom of the terrain level to which it jumped so that 
the character's base is in base contact with the edge of the terrain. After jumping, a character 
can move as normal. 

 
Attack Actions 
A character can make up to two attacks each turn and can attack in any direction. Its attacks can be 
at two different targets or at the same target. To resolve combat, use the following steps. 
 
1. Measure distance to the target. Your character's tape will indicate which color dice you can use 
for the attack. You can choose any dice of the color tracks that touch both your base and the base of 
the character you are attacking. 
 
Measure from base to base for all attacks, including attacks across levels. 
 
One-Inch Rule: If an attacking character is on a higher elevation than its target, the attacking character's base 
must be within 1" of the edge of the terrain through which the attack will be made in order to have line of fire. Also, 
an attack made by an elevated character is not blocked by character bases on lower levels. 
 
If an attacking character is on a lower elevation than its target, the target character's base must be 
within 1" of the edge of the terrain in order to have line of fire.  
 
Characters on two different terrain levels cannot engage in close combat. 
 
2. Apply terrain modifiers. 
 
Blocking Terrain  
If the attacker's damage track crosses blocking terrain before reaching the target, the attack cannot 
be made. 
 
Hindering Terrain 
If the attacker's damage track crosses hindering terrain before reaching its target, the target receives 
an additional white or yellow 4-sided die that can be used for dodge rolls only.  
This die can be placed on the hindering terrain before the game begins, and it can be used by any 
team in the game. Replace the die on the terrain after each use. It is never removed from play, so the 
same character can use it in the case of multiple attacks. 
 
Elevated Terrain 
Elevated terrain acts like blocking terrain for all attacks, except when the one-inch rule applies, as 
described in "One-Inch Rule," above. 
 
An attack made from a lower to a higher elevation grants +1 to the attacker's weapon value, no matter 
how many levels are between the attacker and target.  
 
If a target character is on a level higher than its attacker, the target gains a defensive die bonus, 
described below: 
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§ One-level difference. The character on the higher level gains a white or yellow 4-sided die 
for dodge rolls only. This die can be placed on the terrain at the start of the game. 

§ Two-level difference. The character on the higher level gains a white or yellow 6-sided die 
for dodge rolls only. This die can be placed on the terrain at the start of the game. 

§ Three-level difference. The character on the higher level gains a white or yellow 8-sided die 
for dodge rolls only. This die can be placed on the terrain at the start of the game. 

 
There can be no more than three level differences. 
 
3. Pick your attack dice. Pick the dice you plan to use and show them to the target character's 
controller. You must roll dice in order to attack. You may mix dice of any color so long as the target is 
within each of those colors’ range.  
 
4. The target can pick dodge dice. The target can try to dodge the attack by choosing appropriate 
dodge dice. Dodging is optional. 
 
5. Roll the dice. Both players roll their dice at the same time. 
 
6. Check for Bad Karma. Bad Karma can happen only on an attack roll. Bad Karma is a stroke of bad 
luck that interferes with your attack, such as your character's gun jamming, the tech being poorly wired, 
magic fouling up, and so on. Once the attack dice are rolled, look at the results. If the same numbers 
appear on any of them, Bad Karma has occurred. The attacker's controller removes the dice showing 
the same numbers from the attack and puts them onto his or her character sheet; these dice do not 
add to the attack. If Bad Karma would remove all the attack dice, the attack automatically fails. 
 
7. Check for aces. Blue, Green, Red, and Black dice have a bullseye symbol replacing the "1" printed 
on them. That symbol is an ace. Aces count as 0 for all rolls, but they do have special effects when 
rolled on an attack. Set any aces aside; they'll come back into play during steps 12 and 13, below. 
Multiple aces ignore the Bad Karma rule. 
 
If you roll an ace on any roll other than an attack, the result is still 0. In this case—and only in this 
case—this die does not get placed in the character's dice cup; instead, the die is placed back on the 
character's base. 
 
In SRDR, since you may find yourself using non-SRD dice for your characters, remember that on Blue, 
Green, Red, and Black dice, the “1” counts as an Ace. 
 
8. Determine final attack and defense values. Once Bad Karma dice have been returned to your 
character's sheet and any Aces have been set aside, add the remaining dice total to the attacking 
character's base attack, which is the current value shown on its Weapon combat dial. This new total 
is the character's revised attack. The target's controller adds the result of his or her character's dodge 
dice total (if any) to the target's base defense, which is the current value shown on its Body combat 
dial: this new total is the character's revised defense. 
 
9. Compare results. If the attacking character's revised attack value is greater than or equal to the 
target's final defense value (0 + dice result, if any), the attack succeeds and the target is hit by the 
attack. If the attack value is lower than the defense value, the attack fails, and the target is not hit by 
the attack. 
 
10. Check for shields. If the attack was successful, you must determine if the target has shields. Each 
shield is keyed to a certain color die, and blocks damage only from the same color die. Each shield 
can block only one die per attack roll. Shields do not block aces. There are two types of shields: gear 
shields and combat-dial shields. 
 
Gear Shields 
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Gear shields come from gear, and each has a value of 4 or 6. Gear shields can block a die only if the 
number rolled on the die is less than the number on the shield. For example, a yellow-6 gear shield 
protects its character from damage inflicted using a yellow die that rolled 1-5, but not damage from 
another color die or a yellow die roll of 6. 
 
Combat-Dial Shields 
Combat-dial shields appear on combat dials, and do not have numbers printed on them. They block 
any numbered result of the same colored die. A combat-dial shield can be "clicked away" if damage is 
assigned to that combat dial. 
 
11. Remove blocked dice. Remove to your character's sheet any dice blocked by shields. 
 
12. Calculate damage. A successful attack does 1 click of damage to the target for each die that 
remains after shields have been checked, so two remaining dice deal 2 clicks of damage. Bring in any 
set-aside aces and count them for this purpose. 
 
Some characters do more damage with certain color dice. This damage bonus is listed on the attacking 
character's base or character sheet. Damage Bonuses are only useable in the Range covered by the 
current Range - Shorter Ranges. For example: a Blue Damage Bonus is only in effect when making 
an attack within the Range covered by Blue but NOT covered by Yellow. Similarly, a Green Damage 
Bonus does not effect attacks made in the Blue or Yellow Ranges. This rule does not effect Black or 
Red Damage Bonuses. If a die of the same color remains to do damage, and if the target character 
falls within your character's Range with the Damage Bonus, the damage bonus applies. Only one 
bonus is allowed per attack. If more than one die would gain a bonus, the attacker's controller chooses 
which bonus to apply. 
 
13. Determine ace effects. Aces have special effects, depending on the color of the die rolled. Ace 
special effects are as follows: 
 

§ Blue Dice—Stun Attack. The target's controller removes all the dice from the target's 
representation and places them onto that character's character sheet. These dice are not 
available for the rest of the round. 

§ Green Dice—Called Shot. The attacker's controller chooses where to apply damage from the 
attack.  

§ Black Dice—Technical Superiority. The target must drop one piece of gear from his 
character. The attacker's controller chooses the gear, and target’s controller removes the gear 
and corresponding dice, if any, and sets them on the play area in base contact with the target's 
base. This gear can be picked up using the rules for picking up gear. 

§ Red Dice—Major Mojo. Add an additional 1 click of damage to the attack. 
 
14. Assign damage. The target's controller assigns all the damage from the attack to one of the 
target's combat dials: Head, Weapon, or Body. Click or mark that dial clockwise/right a number of 
times equal to the damage dealt, revealing the character's new stats in that dial. 
 
Eliminating a Character 
A character is eliminated whenever three bullet holes are visible among its combat dials. The three 
bullet holes do not all have to be located on the same dial. Note that on SRDR character sheets there 
are no three bullet hole positions on the Dials. A character who takes damage beyond the dial on the 
character sheet is automatically declared eliminated. 
 
When a character is eliminated, its controller places all its gear and dice from this gear on the play 
area in base contact with its base. Once all the gear is placed, remove the character and its base from 
the play area. Gear lost in this fashion is NOT removed from the Character Sheet’s Gear List, and any 
Gear acquired during play by a character (from dropped Gear or Eliminated Character Gear) cashes 
out at 1 Street Cred per item, automatically. 
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Victory 
After a team's character is eliminated, recalculate each team's Cost value. The team with the lowest 
Cost value has two turns to reduce another team's Cost value equal to or below its own. If it cannot, 
that team loses. Scenarios usually override this victory condition. 
 
Gear Actions 
Gear can be dropped, picked up, or swapped between friendly characters. 
 
Dropping Gear 
To drop gear, simply remove the gear and the dice it provides and place it all on the play area in base 
contact with the character. Any character can now pick up the gear. 
 
Picking Up Gear 
To pick up gear, a character must be in base contact with the gear and be able to equip it; that is, the 
piece of gear to be picked up must fit within the character's available Gear Factor. If the gear to be 
picked up would cause the character to exceed its Gear Factor limit, the character must first drop 
enough points' worth of gear (and the corresponding dice) in order to make room. 
 
Additionally, picking up gear costs dice that your character has on its base. Remove to your character 
sheet a number of dice equal to the number of shield and dice icons on the picked-up gear. For 
example, if a piece of gear showed a shield icon and two dice icons, it would cost three dice to pick it 
up. You get half (rounded down) of the dice from the new gear immediately and can use them on the 
turn the gear is picked up. If picking up a piece of Gear with 1 shield and 1 die, the character would 
have to expend 2 dice, and would get nothing added to his active Combat Pool dice for this turn. 
However, if the Gear had been a 2 dice item, it would have still required 2 expended dice to equip, but 
1 of those dice (player’s choice) would have been added to the character’s active Combat Pool for use 
during that turn. 
 
Swapping Gear 
A character must be in base contact with another friendly character to swap gear with it. When gear is 
swapped, exchange the corresponding dice. Only shields— not dice—gained from swapped gear can 
be used on the turn the gear was swapped; dice gained from swapped gear are put onto the new 
character's character sheet. Swapped gear can be used as normal on the character's next turn. 
 
Healing Actions 
A healing action allows a character to heal clicks of damage. To heal a character, that character's 
controller uses, or "burns," a black or red die. A die burned in this way is removed from the game; it is 
not available for the rest of the game. 
 
To heal one of your characters, you must have a black or red die in that character's active Combat 
Pool. Only one die can be burned for healing per turn. Roll the die you choose. The number rolled is 
the amount your character is healed at a single combat dial. Remove the die from the game. 
 
You can also choose to have one of your characters heal other friendly characters. Only characters 
with black or red ranges can heal other characters. 
 
To heal using a black range, the healing character and the target character must be in base contact. 
Roll only one black die. The number rolled is the number of clicks that character is healed. That die is 
removed from the game. 
 
Red ranges work exactly the same as healing using a Black Range, unless the character doing the 
healing has the Heal Spell. If the character has the Heal Spell, his red range will allow him to heal a 
friendly character both up close and at a distance. You can heal the target character as long as the 
red range touches both your character's and the target character's base. Roll only one red die. The 
number rolled is the number of dicks that character is healed. That die is removed from the game. 
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If a character drops a piece of gear that had a die burned from it, only the dice that remain in the game 
are dropped with it. 
 
Skill Checks 
A skill check is a special kind of action in SRDR, generally used only in scenarios. Skill checks allow 
characters to interact with their surroundings, or "nonfigures." A skill check allows characters to 
download data, defeat security systems, dispel spirits, or bypass magical defenses, depending on the 
scenario. Most skill checks can be performed only if a character is in base contact with the nonfigure 
requiring the check. If something requires a skill check, text in the following format will appear: Die 
Color Attribute followed by a number—for instance, "Black Head 15" or “Non-White Body 12.” This 
means that any character's controller can attempt this skill check by rolling as many available and 
eligible dice as desired and adding the total to the character's Attribute value for a final skill check 
value. For the Black Head 15 example, if a character's skill check value is 15 or greater, it has 
succeeded at the skill check, and reaps the rewards outlined in the scenario. All dice used for a skill 
check are placed on the character's character sheet after they are rolled. 
 
Any time a character fails a skill check, it takes 1 click of damage to any combat dial. If an ace is rolled 
on the skill check, it counts as the maximum value of the die—for example, an ace on a 4-sided die 
counts as 4. 
 
If a skill check can be attempted from a distance, "(range)" will be indicated: "Black Head 15 (range)," 
for example. Any ranged skill check adds +4 to the total needed to perform the check. 
 
Certain Aptitudes might have an advantage when performing certain kinds of skill checks. These 
advantages will be indicated as revised difficulty numbers in the text for the skill check. For instance, 
a skill check might read "Black Head 15- Riggers 14, Deckers 13." Skill check effects are noted in the 
scenarios in which they appear. 
 
Bad Karma does not affect skill checks.  
 
Stealth Skill Check: Any character can attempt a stealth skill check. Only white dice can be used for stealth skill 
checks, and the results are not added to any Attribute value. A character must be in base contact with the 
nonfigure requiring the skill check in order to perform a stealth skill check. Effects of stealth checks are noted in 
the scenarios in which they appear. 
 
Security Passcards 
Security passcards were special gear issued by WizKids Organized Play to participants of public 
ShadowRun Duels demonstrations. Security passcards had their own rules and mechanics printed 
on them. Card rules superseded any printed game rules. It is recommended that before play both 
characters agree on a maximum number of Passcards any one character may equip. Also, please 
note that a character may have no more than 1 copy of any single Passcard.  
 
With the advent of SRDR, new Security Passcards will be created and released. Old Passcards are 
still valid and legal in SRDR, and copies of those cards have been included in the appendix of this 
document for ease of use. Passcards and Scenario-specific Gear are the only types of Gear that have 
a cost (Gear Factor requirement) of 0. Passcards can not be bought with Street Cred, but can be 
purchased with Karma at a cost of 3 Karma each. No character may begin the game with a Passcard. 
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ShadowRun Duels Reloaded 
Reference Guide 

Game Setup 
1. Choose your character. 
2. Assign gear equal to your character’s Gear Factor. 
3. Collect all the starting dice (indicated on your character’s sheet) and dice from gear, and place them on 

your sheet. 
4. Each team rolls two 6-sided dice. The team with the highest total is the Alpha team. 
5. If not playing a Scenario, place terrain on the play area, starting with the Alpha team and moving to the 

left. 
6. Place characters on the play area, starting with the Alpha team and moving to the left. 
 
Game Play 
1. Beginning with the Alpha team and proceeding to the left, each player picks six dice from his or her 

character's dice pool and places them on his or her character's representation. This forms the character’s 
active Combat Pool for the round. 

2. Pick dice for initiative, beginning with Alpha team and proceeding to the left. 
3. Determine initiative. The character with the highest initiative goes first, regardless of which team the 

character is on. Play proceeds from the character with the highest total initiative to the character with the 
lowest total initiative. 

4. Each character can perform the following actions on its turn, once and in any order. You can have a 
character attack twice, if desired. 
§ Move 
§ Attack 
§ Drop, pick up, and/or swap gear 
§ Perform a skill check 
§ Heal itself or a friendly character 
§ End the turn 

5. When moving, a character can move up to its base Head value. You can roll extra dice to give your 
character a revised movement value. Your character's final movement value (base or revised) is the 
maximum it can move this turn. All dice used this way are placed on your character's sheet. 

6. Combat follows the order shown below. Once your character uses dice, place them on its sheet. 
 

Combat Order 

A. Measure distance to the target. 
B. Apply terrain modifiers. 
C. Pick your attack dice. 

D. The target can pick dodge dice. 
E. Roll the dice. 

F. Check for Bad Karma. 
G. Check for aces. 

H. Determine final attack and defense values. 
I. Compare results. 

J. Check for shields. 
K. Remove blocked dice. 

L. Calculate damage. 
M. Determine ace effects. 

N. Assign damage. 
 
7. A character's turn is over when it has taken all its actions or its player has decided to end its turn. 
8. Repeat Game Play steps 5 and 6 for each character in the game, in initiative order. When all characters 

have had a turn, the round is over. 
9. Before the next round begins, remove all dice still on your character's representation and place them on 

your character's sheet. 
10. The team to the left of the Alpha team becomes the Alpha team for the next round. Begin again at Game 

Play step 1. 
 
Victory 
After a team's character is eliminated, recalculate each team's point value. The team with the lowest point value 
has two turns to reduce another team's point value equal to or below its own. If it cannot, that team loses. 
Scenarios might change this victory condition. 
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ShadowRun Duels: Reloaded 
Appendix 

 
What Came Before 
The information in this appendix covers all characters, gear, and Security Passcards produced by 
Wizkids for the original ShadowRun Duels game in 2003. The only changes implemented are those 
necessary to convert SRD characters to SRDR characters and corrections via the official WizKids 
errata of SRD. 
 
Characters 
Wolf Nev [Troll] 
Cost: 3 Damage Bonuses: +2 Yellow, +1 Blue Natural Dice: 2d4 White, 1d10 Yellow, 1d6 Yellow 
Ranges: Yellow 3, Blue 6, Green 10 

H 3 3 3 2 1* 1**          
B 10 

Blue 
9 
Blue 

8 8 7 7 6 6 5 5 4 4 
Yellow 

3 
Yellow 

2* 1** 

W 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 3 2 1* 0**    
Gear: Ball and Chain (6, 1d10 blue 1d6 yellow), Board with Nails (3, 1d6 yellow 1d4 yellow), Shank (2, 2d4 yellow), Stim Kit (3, 
1d8 white), Trashcan Shield (2, S4 yellow S4 blue) 
Upgrades: Poor Vision, Synthetic Muscles, Dermal Armor 
 
Lothan the Wise [Troll Mage] 
Cost: 4 Damage Bonuses: +1 Yellow, +1 Red Natural Dice: 2d4 White, 1d8 Yellow, 1d4 Red 
Ranges: Yellow 3, Blue 10, Green 16, Red 12 

H 4 
Red 

4 3 2 1* 0**          

B 10 
Blue 

9 
Yellow 

8 8 7 7 6 6 5 5 4 4 3 2* 1** 

W 9 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0* 0**    
Gear: Mossberg (4, 1d10 blue), Clairvoyance Talisman (2, 1d6 white), Fireball Satchel (6, 2d4 red), Staff (5, 1d6 yellow 1d4 
red), Medkit (1, S4 black) 
Upgrades: Farsight, Initiate 2, Bonus Spells 2 (Power Bolt, Mystic Armor, Heal, Precognition, and Magical Travel) 
 
Midnight [Elf] 
Cost: 2 Damage Bonuses: +2 Blue Natural Dice: 1d8 White, 1d6 White, 1d6 Yellow, 1d4 White 
Ranges: Yellow 2, Blue 10, Green 14 

H 7 6 6 5 4 3 2* 1**        
B 6 

Blue 
5 5 4 4 3 3 2 1 0* 0**     

W 6 5 4 3 2 1 0* 0**        
Gear: Smoke Grenade Belt (4, 1d4 blue 1d4 black), Black Scorpion with Silencer (3, 1d6 blue 1d4 yellow), Grapple Line (4, 2d6 
white), Narcoject (1, 1d4 yellow), Stun Baton (2, 1d4 blue 1d4 yellow) 
Upgrades: Bone Lacing, Reflex Booster, Smartlink, Gift of Stealth 
 
Liada [Elf Mage] 
Cost: 3 Damage Bonuses: +1 Red Natural Dice: 1d8 White, 1d6 White, 1d4 Yellow, 1d6 Red 
Ranges: Yellow 2, Blue 8, Green 14, Red 24 

H 6 5 5 5 4 3 2* 1**        
B 5 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 1 0* 0**     
W 6 5 4 3 2 1 0* 0**        

Gear: Air Spirit (8, 1d12 Red S4 Red), Combat Spell Amulet (4, 1d4 yellow 1d4 red), Reaction Focus Pouch (2, 2d4 white), 
Manipulation Focus Wand (4, 1d6 red), Cloak (2, S6 yellow) 
Upgrades: Weak System, Metamagic, Clairvoyance, Spells (Power Bolt, Mystic Armor, and Heal) 
 
Kross [Ork] 
Cost: 3 Damage Bonuses: +1 Blue, +1 Yellow Natural Dice: 2d4 White, 1d8 Yellow, 1d4 Blue 
Ranges: Yellow 2, Blue 12, Green 14 

H 6 5 4 3 2 1* 0**         
B 9 

Blue 
8 8 7 7 6 

Yellow 
6 5 5 4 4 3 2* 1**  

W 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1* 1**       
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Gear: Browning Ultra Power x2 (4, 1d8 yellow 1d4 blue), Headphones (3, 1d6 white 1d4 white), Minigrenade Pistol (4, 2d6 
blue), Kevlar Vest (2, S6 blue) 
Upgrades: Shock Fist Implants, People Skills, Tailored Finesse 
 
G-Dogg [Ork] 
Cost: 3 Damage Bonuses: +1 Blue, +1 Yellow Natural Dice: 1d4 White, 1d6 White, 1d8 Yellow, 1d6 Yellow 
Ranges: Yellow 2, Blue 12, Green 18 

H 5 4 4 3 2 0* 0**         
B 9 

Black 
8 8 7 7 

Blue 
6 6 5 5 

Yellow 
4 4 3 2* 1**  

W 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 0* 0**       
Gear: Machete (2, 1d6 yellow), Remington (5, 1d8 yellow 1d6 blue), Stim Kit (3, 1d8 white), Scanner (2, S6 black), Taser (2, 
2d4 blue) 
Upgrades: Reaction Enhancer, Synthetic Muscles, Rangefinder, Orthoskin 
 
Kellan Colt [Human Mage] 
Cost: 2 Damage Bonuses: +1 Red Natural Dice: 2d6 White, 1d6 Yellow, 1d4 Red 
Ranges: Yellow 2, Blue 8, Green 12, Red 12 

H 5 5 5 4 3 2 0* 0**        
B 5 5 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 0* 0**     
W 5 5 5 4 3 2 0* 0**        

Gear:  
Upgrades: Weak System, Wild Talent, Magic of the Body, Spells (Power Bolt, Mystic Armor, and Heal) 
 
Natokah [Skilled Human Shaman] 
Cost: 4 Damage Bonuses: +1 Red, +1 Green Natural Dice: 2d6 White, 1d6 Yellow, 1d6 Red 
Ranges: Yellow 2, Blue 8, Green 16, Red 16 

H 6 
Red 

6 5 5 4 3 2* 1**        

B 6 6 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 
Red 

1* 0**     

W 7 6 5 4 3 2 1* 0**        
Gear: Binoculars (3, 1d4 black), Bird Spirit Familiar (5, 1d4 red 1d4 green), Crossbow (2, 1d4 green), Koo Stick (5, 1d4 yellow 
1d6 red), Shape Earth Spell (4, S6 yellow S4 blue S4 green) 
Upgrades: Totemic Bonds, Bonus Spells 3 (Power Bolt, Heal, Banishing, and Astral Projection) 
 
The Street Deacon [Skilled Human] 
Cost: 2 Damage Bonuses: +1 Yellow, +1 Blue Natural Dice: 2d6 White, 1d6 Yellow, 1d4 Yellow 
Ranges: Yellow 2, Blue 12, Green 20 

H 6 5 4 3 2 2 0* 0**        
B 6 

Yellow 
6 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 0* 0**     

W 7 6 5 4 3 2 0* 0**        
Gear: Defiance (3, 1d8 blue), Radio (4, 1d4 white 1d4 black), Vibroblade (4, 1d10 yellow), med kit (1, S4 black), Plastech Vest 
(1, S4 blue) 
Upgrades: Hand Razors, Smartlink 2, Rangefinder, Pain Editor, Street Cred 
 
Karkhov [Skilled Human] 
Cost: 2 Damage Bonuses: +2 Yellow Natural Dice: 2d6 White, 1d6 Yellow 
Ranges: Yellow 2, Blue 10, Green 16 

H 5 5 4 4 3 2 1* 0**        
B 6 

Blue 
5 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 1* 1**     

W 6 6 5 4 3 2 1* 0**        
Gear: Armor Vest (1, S4 yellow), Smartgun (3, 1d6 green), Katana Set (3, 1d8 yellow), Smartlink goggles (6, 2d4 black), Survival 
Kit (4, 1d6 black) 
Upgrades: Bone Lacing, Smartlink, Street Cred, Combat Monster 
 
Kyushi [Skilled Human] 
Cost: 2 Damage Bonuses: +1 Green Natural Dice: 2d6 White, 1d6 Yellow 
Ranges: Yellow 2, Blue 8, Green 24 

H 6 5 5 4 3 2 0* 0**        
B 6 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 2 0* 0**     
W 6 5 5 4 3 2 0* 0**        

Gear: Slivergun (2, 1d6 yellow), Colt (5, 1d10 green), Dragon Amulet (3, 1d4 red), Knife (1, 1d4 yellow), Flak Jacket (3, S6 
yellow S4 blue) 
Upgrades: Rangefinder 2, Black Market Connections 
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Silver Max [Dwarf Rigger] 
Cost: 3 Damage Bonuses: +1 Black Natural Dice: 2d4 White, 1d6 Yellow, 1d6 Black 
Ranges: Yellow 2, Blue 10, Green 16, Black 12 

H 5 5 4 4 3 2 1* 0**        
B 7 

Black 
6 6 5 5 4 4 3 2 1* 0**     

W 6 6 5 5 4 4 3 2* 1**       
Gear: Hover Beetle Drone (5, 1d8 black), Fichetti (2, 1d6 blue), Hammer (2, 2d4 yellow), Jammer (4, S4 black, 1d4 black), 
Remote Control Deck (5, 1d4 white 1d6 black) 
Upgrades: Black Market Connections, Tailored Finesse 
 
Draven von Drekill [Dwarf] 
Cost: 2 Damage Bonuses: +1 Yellow Natural Dice: 1d8 White, 1d6 White, 1d6 Yellow 
Ranges: Yellow 2, Blue 10, Green 16 

H 6 6 5 5 4 4 3* 2**        
B 9 

Yellow 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1* 1**     

W 6 6 5 5 4 4 3 2* 1**       
Gear: Arm Bracer (1, S4 yellow), Battlestaff (4, 2d6 yellow), Ceska (3, 1d8 yellow), Flash Pack (3, 3d4 blue), Katar (1, 1d4 
yellow) 
Upgrades: Damage/Attribute Optional Rule, Wired Reflexes, Street Cred 
 
Security Passcards 
 
Ares Macrotechnology 
Weapons Tester 
Consumer Level 

§ Increase by 2 the Weapon value of this figure. This figure¹s player must show and play this card with the dice that will 
be rolled for the attack. 

§ This card is gear. Only one copy of this card can be equipped by a runner, and its effect can be played only once. 
Remove this card from the game after it is played. This card cannot be affected by black Aces. 

§ COST: 0 
 
Yamatetsu 
Cybernetics Laboratory 
Alpha Access 

§ Increase by 2 the value of any white die just rolled during a dodge attempt by this figure. Attacking players must 
decide whether or not to play cards before defending players can play their cards. 

§ This card is gear. Only one copy of this card can be equipped by a runner, and its effect can be played only once. 
Remove this card from the game after it is played. This card cannot be affected by black Aces. 

§ COST: 0 
 
Novatech 
Survival Trainee 
Urban Test Course 

§ Increase by 2 the value of any yellow die just rolled during one of this figure¹s attack actions, after any Bad Karma is 
resolved. Attacking players must decide whether or not to play cards before defending players can play their cards. 

§ This card is gear. Only one copy of this card can be equipped by a runner, and its effect can be played only once. 
Remove this card from the game after it is played. This card cannot be affected by black Aces. 

§ COST: 0 
 
Misuhama Computer Technologies 
Matrix Certification 
Blue Host 

§ Increase by 2 the value of any black die just rolled during one of this figure¹s attack actions, after any Bad Karma is 
resolved. This card cannot be used to change the value of an Ace. Attacking players must decide whether or not to 
play cards before defending players can play their cards. 

§ This card is gear. Only one copy of this card can be equipped by a runner, and its effect can be played only once. 
Remove this card from the game after it is played. This card cannot be affected by black Aces. 

§ COST: 0 
 
Doc Wagon 
Basic Service 

§ Play this card immediately after this runner takes damage. Remove up to 2 clicks of damage from one combat dial. 
§ This card is gear. Only one copy of this card can be equipped by a runner, and its effect can be played only once. 

Remove this card from the game after it is played. This card can be affected by black Aces. 
§ COST: 0 
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Wuxing, Inc 
Magic Certification 
Elemental Basic Training 

§ Increase by 2 the value of any red die just rolled during one of this figure¹s attack actions, after any Bad Karma is 
resolved. This card cannot be used to change the value of an Ace. Attacking players must decide whether or not to 
play cards before defending players can play their cards. 

§ This card is gear. Only one copy of this card can be equipped by a runner, and its effect can be played only once. 
Remove this card from the game after it is played. This card cannot be affected by black Aces. 

§ COST: 0 
 
Shiawase 
Biotech Division 
Research Partner 

§ You must be on the alpha team to play this card. Play this card immediately before this figure begins a move action; 
when you do, increase by 2 this figure¹s Head value for that move action. 

§ This card is gear. Only one copy of this card can be equipped by a runner, and its effect can be played only once. 
Remove this card from the game after it is played. This card cannot be affected by black Aces. 

§ COST: 0 
 
Renraku 
Red Samurai Training Facility 
Introduction Course 

§ Play this card after attack and defense dice have been rolled. Increase by 2 the value of this figure¹s modified defense. 
Attacking players must decide whether or not to play cards before defending players can play their cards. 

§ This card is gear. Only one copy of this card can be equipped by a runner, and its effect can be played only once. 
Remove this card from the game after it is played. This card cannot be affected by black Aces. 

§ COST: 0 
 

SRDR Contact 
 
Did you enjoy SRDR? What would you like to see in future versions of SRDR, or in supplemental 
releases? The SRDR development team looks forward to feedback and suggestions. 
 
Please contact Jeremy Schwennen at penagain@hotmail.com with your feedback, questions, and 
concerns. 
 
Please remember, this is a fan-organized expansion/revision, made without profit or permission of 
WizKids, LLC. If you love SRDR, let WizKids know you support the SRD family of products and would 
like to see them continue making new figures, gear, Passcards, and scenarios. Remember, there’s no 
substitute for having real figures and gear in front of you! 


